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Onetime lieutenant of the evil Emperor Jagang, known as "Death's Mistress" and the "Slave

Queen", the deadly Nicci captured Richard Rahl in order to convince him that the Imperial Order

stood for the greater good. But it was Richard who converted Nicci instead, and for years thereafter

she served Richard and Kahlan as one of their closest friends - and one of their most lethal

defenders. Now, with the reign of Richard and Kahlan finally stabilized, Nicci has set out on her own

for new adventures. Her first job being to keep the unworldly prophet Nathan out of trouble...

Death's Mistress: Sister of Darkness will launch The Nicci Chronicles, Terry Goodkind's entirely new

series with a cast of characters centered on one of his best-loved characters in the now-concluded

Sword of Truth.
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This book was troubling because it felt like Mr. Goodkind was trying to hard. In the original saga he

had his ups and downs, Book 5 with the chime weapons comes to mind, to much nonsense there.

The absolutely odd obsessing with the creator and the keeper for a good while suddenly died out.

Richard and Kahlan continued to be unable to do anything functional apart and spent the majority of

every book trying to find each other. Book six, Faith of the fallen was by far Goodkinds best work of

the ENTIRE series. I have read and re read that hardcover so many times I have had to tape pages

back into place, and re-cover it with new book binding. When Mr. Goodkind released the book of

Nines" or whatever it was called, as a thriller, it was just a closure to the richard universe. Heck he



even made a non magical Zedd and Richard, and let Richard get together with a "amnell" version of

nicci. The book "Nest" was okay, but his obsession with Nicci was there to, as she was technically

the main character. In deaths Mistress, we have Mr. Goodkind writing a book like he was a novice,

aimed at children until "spoilers" decides to have a plant hentai rape a woman and give her super

powers. Im sorry but that scene was the most graphically described scene in the ENTIRE BOOK.

His writing has plunged dismally. I for one, would suggest to readers to stop reading his stuff at

Confessor, skip the weird little trilogy he released afterwords involving of all things the ultimate bad

guy Saluchan from "The Ancient War That obviously people couldn't finish what they started

because they were busy ripping super powered printer machines out of the underworld"...Apologies

for bad diction, I am tired. Please be forgiving.

Excellent! As usual Goodkind does not disappoint. This was a constantly evolving story. Very much

worth the read. It's a page turner, you will be reluctant to put it down each day On to the next!

Similar to his other books but I like that the characters are carried over so that I feel more

comfortable with the new series and don't have to figure out people or backgrounds.

I am huge fan of Terry's work. I really enjoyed this new series with Nicci and Nathan starting out in

new adventures. I can't wait for the next one!

At times while reading I wondered if Goodkind actually wrote the words. However, like his previous

series, I was riveted to the storyline and finished this book in only a few days.

Not as good as the previous chronicles, but was an enjoyable read. Now the part I hate; waiting for

the next volume.

Another great story about two of my favorite characters. I really look forward to other stories in this

series.

Reminded me a lot of Wizard's First Rule and the original 6 books of the Sword of Truth saga.

Adventure and exploration abound. Nicci certainly proves herself worthy of carrying a new saga on

her own. Recommend this book.
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